
:  Casa Magdalena - Private Luxury Country Estate Details

PID : 31624

Price : 0 USD

Bedrooms : 7

Sleeps : 19

Baths : 7

Country : Mexico

Region : Guanajuato

Town : San Miguel de Allende

Description

Located in the countryside just minutes from the historically colorful town of San Miguel de

Allende, Mexico, the vacation rental home of Casa Magdalena welcomes you to a world where

time stands still and life begins. all within the privacy of Rancho Santa Gloria.Come escape to one

of the Mexico's finest country estates that can sleep 2 to 16, in 7 bedrooms - Casa Magdalena -

nestled between the local vineyards and hillsides.Here in the land of warm vast blue skies and

forever reaching sunsets, you'll find a perfect balance of comfort and local color that define a true

retreat. Stepping in to the paradise of this San Miguel vacation rental retreat home is a treat within

itself. Wrapped within its traditional adobe walls, you'll enjoy the tile artwork, local artifacts and

extraordinary touches that accent the approximate 10,000 square foot estate. Rich colored terra

cotta floors covered with local woven rugs, custom wrought iron doors and chandeliers, and

arching hallways and entry are just the beginning of this architectural showcase.Although the

inside of Casa Magdalena gives you every reason to relax, outside is another paradise waiting to

set you free. Upon sunrise, the world awakes with local songbirds filling your soul with music

unmatched. Fresh air, blue skies and vast distant views of the Blue Grey Mountain Range give you

every reason to head for a hike through the compound's stunning gardens and surrounding trails.

When it's time to relax, slip into the heated black bottom pool, sip a tropical favorite under the

cabana or sleep away under the warm Mexican sun.

Rental Conditions

Payment PolicyAll rates are in Mexican Dollars.

Our rates are as follows:  3-day package: $2,100; 7-day package: $4550; each additional night is

$600.

A deposit is required upon reservation. For 3 to 6 day stays, the deposit is $550; a 30% deposit is

required for stays of one week or longer.

Depending on the final review of the property and possible on-site expenses (phone, pet activity,

etc.), the deposit will be returned no later than 45 days after departure.RulesRates are subjected

to change without prior notice.

Please note: A refundable deposit of one night's stay ($550) is added to the total for 3 to 6 day

stays; a 30% deposit is added to one week stays or longer.

Property owner

Name : Booking Enquiries Department

Prices

Low season : 0   USD

Normal : 0 USD

High season :   0 USD

To see more details please click Internet Villa Holidays.com
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